Introduction
The procurement of any equipment is started with the decision to procure the equipment and starting with the tendering process. The tendering process needs to be followed for any purchase made by a public enterprise as per the guidelines of the Central Vigilance Commission (CVC) to maintain transparency in any transaction. This process also gives fair opportunity to the various players in the market to compete without showing any favorability to any particular company.
The following are the various steps that are followed in the tendering process:-Decision to purchase(Name of equipment& quantity required)  Constitution of Specification committee  Tender Notification News paper notification and publicity of tender Last date for submission of bids  Listing out bids received  Constitution of Technical committee Release of Technical Evaluation Report Price bid opening and constitution of Price bid opening committee  Finalization of supplier  Release of Purchase Order.
II. Methods

Setting
Nizams Institute of Medical Sciences (NIMS) is a 1200 bedded Tertiary care teaching Hospital catering to the population of the states of Telangana, Andhra Pradesh and also neighbouring states of Karnataka & Maharashtra. It is a premiere autonomous institute providing super specialty services and also a few broad specialties. It runs on a self sustaining model with partial funding from the Government of Telangana. Being a public institute it has to follow the government guidelines of procurement through tendering process.
Procedure being followed
Tendering process being followed at NIMS:- Name and quantity of the required item are requisitioned by the head of the concerned department.  A specification committee is constituted by the director to meet and discuss the requirement of the specific equipment and also to reach a concenses regarding the best suited specifications for the requisitioned item.  Tender notification is published in reputed newspapers apart from putting up in website of NIMS and also by intimating vendors through post and e-mail. To clarify any doubts of vendors a pre-bid meeting can also be constituted.  After the completion of bidding period the bids are opened and are shortlisted for further evaluation.  Further evaluation usually occurs in two stages.
1) Technical Evaluation 2) Price bid
In technical evaluation an expert committee constituted by the director examine the bids received and select only those bids which meet the specifications specified earlier.
In price bid the lowest quoted bid for the requisitioned item is selected for award of contract.
III. Results
Network chart based on PERT is as follows 
IV. Discussion
Utilizing PERT all the activities required for the purchase of equipment can be planned before hand as a result of which multiple activities which can be done simultaneously can be planned beforehand thereby reducing the time of completion of overall project. Here in the purchase of MRI equipment by the application of PERT from the initial decision making stage the time required for the final procurement of the equipment can be brought down to about 42 weeks which is a considerable reduction of around 23 weeks.
Also if further steps are taken to see that the time required for the activities in the critical path (here 1234567910131718) are brought down the project completion rate can be further brought down. Prior planning will also help in early convening of committees thereby reducing the time required for selection of tender recipient. By lacking proper planning the equipment even after arrival had to be stored as the civil structure was not compatible for the placement of the machine. The room housing the equipment had to be rebuilt along with the electrical wiring. Also the man power required to run the machine had to be trained only after the machine was installed leading to further delay. Had PERT been employed all these steps could be planned beforehand and the time for completion of these works from issue of purchase order to the running of the machine could be reduced from 36 weeks to 18 weeks.
V. Conclusion
By applying PERT in the planning stage of procurement of any equipment all the steps required in the procurement of the equipment can be enumerated and once the network diagram is completed all the activities can proceed simultaneously along with the activities of the critical path, thereby completing the project within the specified timeframe without any delay. Also the project can be hastened by reducing the time taken for completion of activities in the critical path.
